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The tumors of granulosa (TG)  are rare ovarian neoplasia, with rather

Slow  evolution if one them compared to Germinal or epithelial tumors

epithelial tumors of the ovary, they account for 

0.6% to 3% of the whole of the tumors of the  

ovary and 5% of the malignant tumors of this one. 

Their diagnosis is anatomo pathologic resting primarily  on data

morphologic primarily ,two types are distinguished: the adult type (TGA)

which is most distinguished: the adult type (TGA) which is most  

distinguished: the adult type (TGA) which is most 

frequent, and the youthful 

type (TGJ), this last is characterized by an age from which has occurred 

relatively young person, a morphological aspect 

different involving histological signs from malignity more 

marked and a higher risk of repetition. These  tumors have a profile

clinical, histological and evolutionary particular.

Objectives : The goal of this work was to describe 

the epidemiologic characteristics and anatomo-clinical tumors of the

granulosa and to study the various factors of forecast in order 

to determine a correct therapeutic attitude.

It is about a retrospective study of 24 patients carrying   the diagnosis

of tumor granulosa (TG)

we treated during the 10 years period,from  january  2006 to december 
2016 In the service of oncology of the center Pierre  Marie Curie of  

Algiers

parameters studied in these patients: (the age of  the diagnosis,the 

circumstance of discovery, assessment initial  

(diagnosis and assessment of  extension)

, the stage of the FIGO, it surgical gesture  , chemotherapy used and 

the therapeutic , response (answer) , relapse of the disease and survival

Results

-N =24 patients  

▪Histological type 
-23 patients were standard adult Granulosa (TGA),only one waits were s

tandard Granulosa jévunile(TGJ),

▪-The age of  patient at the time of the diagnosis varied from 22 to 72 
years 
-The hormonal  statute was variable , and

▪ The circumstances of  discoveries were dominated by

pains abdomino-pelvic in= 15 case (62%),

metrorrhagias in =4case (17%),

amenorrhoea in =4 case (17%),

pelvicmass in =6 case (25%),

▪Imaging  The pelvic echoraphy :  was practised  at all our  patients

-the tumor was solidokystic :   at 60% of our patients,

- cystic: in 5% of  and solid :  in 35% cases.

Tumors were  bulky with a size varies from 7 to 27 cm, with an

average of 10 cm.

Stages : 19 (79.66%) = stage I , 1 (4, 16%) =stage II,

3 (12, 50%) = stage III, 1 (4.16%) =stage IV,

▪Treatment   
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-18 patients were  evaluable:  surgical treatment   (adnexectomy with 

hysterectomy) for all cases,

-6 patients received an adjuvant chemotherapy including 

-2 with the protocol: cisplatin, vinblastine, bleomycin),and

- 4 with the protocol: paclitaxel, carboplatin, 

-a patient in stage III received neo-adjuvant chemotherapy based on 

cisplatin, bleomycin, vinblatin and then complete surgery With the 

disease stabilizing,

- two patients recidivated: one presented a local recurrence in one year 

(the juvenile form) then died 

-and the other  presented adrenal metastases with peritoneal carcinosis 

treated with chemotherapy based on paclitaxel, carboplatin with a 

Complete response, median survival is 26 months.

Tumors of granulosa represent 5% Of Cancers of the ovary and are 

therefore relatively rare. he

There are two forms:

-the adult form occurs most often between 40 and 70 years and 

- the juvenile form occurs , the treatment is before all surgical most

often before the age of 20

The tumors of the granulosa are rare tumors of the ovary whose diagnosis
is anatomy –pathological It is necessary to distinguish the 

tumors from the adult granulosa of the tumors 
of the youthful granulosa whose forecast is   generally favorable 
are tumors fairly chemotherapy sensitive 
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